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CRAZY SK8 - Size Adjustable Hi-Top Roller Skates!
 

The CRAZY SK8 available in kids adjustable sizing AND adult sizing too! it’s got style, it’s got comfort, it’s got versatility - AND Quality in an
adjustable skate! Everything you want in a beginner skate for growing feet! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $149.00

Price with discount $129.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $129.00

Sales price without tax $129.00

Save: $-20.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The CRAZY SK8 is the latest skate offering from Crazy Skates, offering a supremely comfortable boot with high top styling. Crafted with Crazy's
world famous size adjustment system to give you the perfect option for any growing skater!

SIZE ADJUSTABLE
The elegant and lightweight size adjustment system gives you 4 sizes of growing room, so you can invest in a quality Crazy Skate and know
that it will last through your next growth spurt. The sizing adjustment system is internal and invisible, centred around making sure the foot is
always secure within the skate and full control of the movement of the skate is kept at all times. The SK8 is also available in adjustable adult
sizing for teens and adults too! Three adjustable size ranges to choose from: Small adjusts to Junior 12 - 2, MED adjusts to 3-6, LG adjusts to
6-9.

HIGH TOP STYLE
Comfortable and Stylish boots are the most essential part of feeling and looking your best when skating. Stepping into the fresh modern style of
the SK8, gives you that confidence to skate up a storm.

QUALITY COMPONENTS
The composite frame with a steel axles provide a lightweight, stable skate that is tough and built to last. It also features replaceable wheels and
toe stops so you can customise or upgrade your performance as your skating progresses.

CREATE MEMORIES
A happy skating experience is a memory that lasts a lifetime. If you fall for cheap, inferior skates that look appealing online, you risk buying ones
that have slippery plastic wheels and boots that fall apart easily. However, when you invest in Crazy Skates, you choose a brand that refuses to
cut corners. The Crazy Skates name is your guarantee of the BEST skating experience - and customer service you can depend on 100%
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Check the size chart to make sure this will fit within your size range...

 

 

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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